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Introduction
Northern Europe is often considered to be a hotspot for proxy-based climate reconstructions,
especially when considering tree-ring chronologies (Eronen et al. 2002; Helama & Lindholm 2003;
Büntgen et al. 2005; Büntgen et al. 2008; Nicolussi et al. 2009; Esper et al. 2012). Typically, the
growth pattern found in tree-ring width (TRW) chronologies from high latitude areas, such as
northern Scandinavia, correlate well with summer temperatures (Helama et al. 2009; Grudd 2008;
Gouirand et al. 2008). The climate signal changes with decreasing latitudes, from the arctic area to
more moderate climate regions, from growing-season temperature towards precipitation, drought
and non-climatic factors such as stand dynamics (Lindholm et al. 2000). A drought signal has been
found in chronologies from southern Finland (Lindholm et al. 2000; Helama & Lindholm 2003;
Helama et al. 2005; Helama et al. 2009) and Sweden (Drobyshev et al. 2011). These studies all
point to the importance of tree-ring chronologies from lower latitude sites in Scandinavia to
reconstruct long-term drought and precipitation variability.
In general, spatial analyses are necessary to increase the validity of climate signals in tree-rings
(Gouirand et al. 2008; Treydte et al. 2007). Tree ring climate signals are affected by the age of the
trees (Carrer & Urbinati 2004; Esper et al. 2008; Linan et al. 2012) as well as the sampling strategy
(Tegel et al. 2010). Also more statistical processes, as RCS detrending, could influence the
chronologies and therefore the correlation coefficients between the time-series and the climate
target (Briffa & Melvin 2011). Düthorn et al. (2013) showed that trees growing in differing microsites produce different regional curves and contain differing climate signals.
Here, we assess the homogeneity of the climate signal and the signal strength across a network of
28 Pinus sylvestris tree-ring chronologies in southern Finland (60-65°N/23-33°E) and examine the
influence of chronology characteristics such as mean replication, mean age, growth rate and
latitude on the retained climate signal.
Tree-ring proxy and climate target data
The location of the 28 tree-ring sites herein examined is shown in Figure 1. Twenty-four
chronologies were downloaded from the ITRDB and expanded by four recently sampled sites,
considering ecological differences as moist soil conditions directly at lakeshores and drier soil
conditions a few meters away from the lakeshore (Düthorn et al. 2013). The chronologies differ in
length (119 to 395 years), replication (21 to 134 series) and were sampled in different years (1978
to 2011). Biological age trends were removed using 67% splines (as in Lindholm et al. (2000),
Helama and Lindholm (2003)). This means that the rigidity of the spline is 2/3 of the length of every
single time-series with a 50% frequency cut-off (Cook & Peters 1997). For calibration , we used
monthly precipitation data from the GPCC V6 2.5°grid (Schneider et al. 2011) over the 1902-1978
period common to all tree-ring chronologies. The average of four grid points was considered and
might best represent the widely distributed station data from Punkaharju, Lappeenranta, Helsinki,
Tampere, Jyväskylä, Kajaani, Turku and St. Petersburg used in previous studies.
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Figure 1: Location and climate signal strength of the 28 Pinus sylvestris tree-ring sites located
south of 65°N in southern Finland. The colours (black, grey, white) indicate differing significance
levels of the correlation of tree-ring chronologies with the sum of previous year May and June
(pMJ) and current year May and June (MJ) precipitation calculated over the 1902-1978 common
period.
Results
Growth pattern
The correlation matrix in figure 2 shows the inter-site correlations among all 28 TRW chronologies.
Correlation coefficients range from -0.24 to 0.88 indicating no homogeneous growth pattern
throughout the region. The matrix does not contain spatial patterns, i.e. neighboring chronologies
do not necessarily correlate better than distant chronologies. The matrix also highlights the
chronologies deviating from the general pattern, e.g. F24 showing low and negative correlation
values with all other tree-ring sites. Other chronologies, e.g. F13 and F15, indicate rather high
inter-site correlation. The mean correlation of all sites is 0.36.
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Figure 2: Correlation matrix of 28 tree-ring sites (F1-F28) ordered in south-north direction. Pies
filled in clockwise direction indicate positive correlation. Pies filled counter clockwise indicate
negative correlation. The darker the colour of the pie the stronger the correlation is. The extensions
"w" and "d" indicate chronologies sampled at a lakeshore and drier inland micro-sites, respectively.
Growth-climate response patterns
The relatively moderate climate in southern Finland is expected to decrease the strength of the
climate signal, because the limiting factor is likely to be less strong as compared to semi-arid or
very cold areas (Linderholm et al. 2010; Speer 2010). In order to determine growth-climate
relationships of the 28 sites, correlations between monthly precipitation and the single tree-ring
chronologies were calculated (Fig.3a). Highest correlation values were found with previous year
May-June (pMJ) and current year May-June (MJ) precipitation. In general, the climate signal is not
uniform throughout the study area (Fig.3b). Eighteen of the 28 tree-ring sites (black and grey bars)
show significant (p <0.05) correlations with early summer precipitation, and most significant
responses were found with pMJ and MJ precipitation. The sum of these two seasons (pMJMJ) is
thus considered in further analysis in order to assess the strongest common climate signal.
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Figure 3: (a) Correlation coefficients of every tree-ring site (F1-F28) with monthly precipitation data
of previous year May to current year October over the 1902-1978 common period. (b) Correlation
results with pMJMJ precipitation sums over 1902-1978. Colour denotes the statistical significance
reaching from p<0.01 (black) to p<0.05 (grey), and p>0.05 (white). Dotted lines indicate estimates
of the 99% (**) and 95% (*) confidence level. Sites are ordered from lower (F1) to higher (F28)
latitudes.
Differences in growth patterns between the sites are reflected in the high variability in significance
of correlations. Figure 4 shows the 11 chronologies with the highest correlation (p<0.01) with
pMJMJ (top) and the 10 chronologies with the lowest correlation (p>0.05) with pMJMJ (bottom).
The correlation between the mean of these chronologies with pMJMJ reach rp<0.01=0.63 in figure 4a
and rp>0.05=0.16 in 4b.

Figure 4: Site chronologies (grey) and pMJMJ precipitation (black) for the chronologies reaching
(a) highest significance (p<0.01) and (b) lowest significance (p>0.05). Correlation coefficients
derived from the mean of the site chronologies in the top and bottom panels with pMJMJ
precipitation over the 1902-1978 period.
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Correlation analysis
Due to different contributors of TRW data in the International Tree Ring Data Bank (ITRDB) and
our own sampling strategy, the complete dataset is rather heterogeneous in terms of site-specific
replication, age structure and location. Correlations between TRW and pMJMJ range from 0.001
(F24) to 0.62 (F5). In order to examine the possible causes of the large inter-series variability of the
correlation coefficients, the influence of replication, mean age, growth rate (common period as well
as the first 80 years), and latitude, on the climate correlation coefficient was tested (Fig. 5).
The chronologies of southern Finland show mean replications for the common period (1902-1978)
between 18 and 120 samples. In Fig. 5a the mean replication for the series, especially when <70,
are widely distributed and show no significant influence on the correlation with the climate
parameter. A similar pattern is shown in figure 5b, where large differences between the lowest
mean age of 23.2 years and the highest mean age of 335.8 years show very little influence on the
obtained climate correlations. The influence of growth rate on these relationships is further tested
in two different ways: The mean growth rate for the 1902-1978 common period (Fig. 5c) and the
mean growth rate for the cambial age 1-80 (Fig. 5d). Both parameters are widely distributed and no
significant pattern could be found. Figure 5e shows all tree-ring sites as black dots except for the
two northernmost sites, which are plotted in grey. When including all sites, no significant influence
of latitude can be found. However, a significant decrease of the climate-growth relationship is
shown for the observed sites if the two sites located in the north are excluded. None of the tested
statistical factors have a significant effect on the strength of the climate signal, indicating that other
factors are causing the heterogeneity of the climate signal of the examined series.

Figure 5: XY-Plots showing the pMJMJ correlations (1902-1978) of the site chronologies ordered
by different chronology parameters: (a) replication, (b) age, (c) growth rate, (d) growth rate of the
first 1-80 years of tree age, (e) geographical latitude.
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Discussion
The relationship between tree growth and summer temperature in the northern part of Europe is
considered to be very stable and thus commonly utilized for temperature reconstructions (Gouirand
et al. 2008). However, the robustness and spatial extension of the climate signal in southern
Scandinavia is less well understood. While several studies present drought or precipitation
reconstructions from this region (Lindholm et al. 2000; Helama & Lindholm 2003; Helama et al.
2009), our analyses showed strong variations in the growth-climate response patterns among
sampling sites in southern Finland. In previous studies, the strongest climate signal in tree ring
chronologies is MJ precipitation (Lindholm et al. 2000; Helama & Lindholm 2003). We increased
the importance of the climate signal using the sum of previous year and current year MJ
precipitation.
Twenty-four chronologies from the ITRDB and four chronologies sampled in 2012, were analysed
with regard to the spatial validity and the stability of the climate signal over a larger area. The
climate growth relationship of pines from the 28 sites with pMJMJ showed strong variations over
the common period, with correlations ranging from 0 to 0.62. To find the cause for this
inhomogeneity, various parameters that may have influenced tree-growth were tested. Some
uncertainties exist due to missing meta-data (e.g. pith-offset, ecological conditions) about the
chronologies and the sampling design (e.g. all trees, dominant trees, age structure). The analysis
also could identify the most valuable trees or sampling areas for climate-growth relationships.
The spatial distribution of sites and signals revealed no clear pattern. Though a lot of samples are
from the area of Punkaharju in the southeast, the variation in climate signal in this area is large.
Helama et al. (2005) showed that inter-site correlation decreases with increasing distance.
However, the here tested pine chronologies do not show this trend. Chronologies from southeastern Finland (Fig.2: sites F3-F13, F15) differed substantially, although the region is part of the
Saimaa Lake Complex with comparable climate and ecological conditions. In contrast, there are
sites with high inter-site correlation in spite of geographical distance (Fig. 2: F2 and F27).
The generally low inter-site correlation indicates that the coherence among site chronologies is
likely associated to other parameters, such as changing micro-site conditions or the general
sampling design. Therefore, the assumption that trees of the same area respond similar to a
limiting climate factor does not apply here. The four micro-site chronologies (F1d, F2w, F9d, and
F10w) indicate that the difference between dry and wet sites might be important for the climate
signal although the difference is only significant in F1 and F2. Due to missing meta-information this
finding could unfortunately not be tested for the remaining sites because there are only two other
sites in the ITRDB (F3w and F13w) containing some information on micro-site conditions (marked
as “lakeshore trees” and “trees sampled at the lakeshore”). Spatial and ecological components
could be excluded as main factors for the heterogeneity of the climate signals. Therefore the
differences should be associated with the development of the chronologies and in particular with
the multiple approaches of sampling strategies.
An important parameter for the development of tree-ring time series is the replication of the
chronologies. Although the replication among the examined chronologies varied substantially, all
chronologies exceed a minimum sample size of 5 series, and this parameter showed no influence
on the correlation with climate elements. Similarly, mean age and growth rate did not influence the
signal strength of the examined chronologies. In general, the climate signal changes from the
southern part of Scandinavia to the north from predominantly drought and precipitation signals
toward temperature sensitivity (Lindholm et al. 2000; Düthorn et al. 2013). The spatial distribution
of the tree-ring sites reaches from 60.73°N to 64.55°N, but the latitude of the sample sites showed
no significant relationship with the signal strength if all samples were included. However, if we
exclude the two northernmost sites we see a relatively strong relationship characterized by
decreasing correlation values for precipitation with increasing latitude. However, if including all
sites available in this region, only a very slight trend towards a decreasing climate signal with
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increasing latitude, indicating the importance of representative selection of the sites for statistical
analyses.
The difficulty to determine the origin of the variation in climate signal between the different sites
results in the problem of choosing a site representative for the calibration period. As the trees in
southern Finland do not show the same climate signal, selecting a site with the best climate-growth
relationship would likely not represent the population of pines in the region. Another important
factor for climate reconstructions is time. The results presented here indicate strong temporal
variations in climate signal strength. This problem also applies when updating existing historical
chronologies (Tegel et al. 2010). Meta data about the location of the sampling site, the growth
behavior and the chronology development are necessary information for increasing accuracy
(Düthorn et al. 2013).
Conclusion
The examination of 28 TRW chronologies from southern Finland revealed strong variation in the
detection of a common climate signal (temperature or precipitation) and in the manifestation of the
intensity of climate-growth relationships. This study could not detect a systematic pattern of
correlation coefficients, neither for large-scale spatial aspects nor for chronology development
practices. This indicates that the difference among TRW chronologies has to be directly connected
to site-specific aspects, including ecology and climatology. In general, this variation causes
problems in the calibration of tree ring chronologies with climate targets in order to get robust
spatial information for long-term reconstructions. It seems important for spatial climate
reconstructions to use trees that best represent the climate-growth relationship of the investigated
area. This does, however, not imply to solely consider the sites with the highest correlation if the
climate signal is heterogeneous over a certain area. We therefore recommend an analysis of the
historical material, e.g. origin of the wood (micro-site) and growth-climate relationship to support
calibration/verification exercises. In this way, chronologies from areas where the climate signal
strength is not as strong as in extreme tree-line areas, could perhaps be improved.
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